
  

adidas unveils new high-performance tennis collection, bringing colour to London 

 

- Inspired by 1980s street style and the adidas x Palace Wimbledon collection -  

- New range brings colour to London and tennis community following Wimbledon - 

- Will be worn on court at the US Open series by world class athletes including 

Angelique Kerber and Lucas Pouille  - 

- Features adidas’ leading fabric innovations to keep players cool and maximise 

performance - 

 

 

Herzogenaurach, Germany 3 July 2018: adidas unveils its latest high-performance tennis 

collection to be worn by leading players and designed to bring colour to London at the tennis 

community. Inspired by the street style theme of the adidas x Palace Wimbledon collection 

and looking to the French Riviera in the late 1980s, adidas combines sleek silhouettes with 

flashy neon colours to create a bold and diverse look after the Wimbledon whites. The 

collection will be seen on court at the US Open series by athletes including Angelique Kerber 

and Lucas Pouille. 

 

The adidas collection has been designed to make a statement on the court and create a splash 

of colour after the all-white apparel seen at Wimbledon. The apparel gives a nod to the bold 

neon colours of the 80s. Adding a modern twist to the retro aesthetics, adidas has played with 

colour, cuts and details to create an edgy look designed for Creators. Equipping athletes for 

the tournaments in the US swing, the sportswear is equipped with adidas’ leading and 



  
 

innovative Clima technologies – including Climacool and CLIMALITE, which uses ultra-

breathable moisture-wicking fabrics to keep athletes cool and dry for every match. 

 

Angelique Kerber will debut the adidas In-Line Seasonal Tank, with Climacool technology 

designed to keep athletes cool no matter the conditions. Featuring an 80s-inspired colour 

palette, the tank is available in in two colours, white and teal, with each variation featuring 

stylish details including neon pink panelling and mesh inserts. On court, Kerber will pair the 

tank with the 2018 seasonal skirt in both white and navy. 

 

Also in the women’s collection is the adidas In-Line Seasonal Tee and Seasonal Short creating 

a fresh, unconventional silhouette with a slightly cropped, box-like fit. In white and neon pink, 

the Seasonal Tee includes vibrant pops of colour through panelled detailing. Featuring adidas 

CLIMALITE fabric, the Seasonal Tee aids optimum comfort in any heat.  

 

The final garment in the new line is the adidas Seasonal dress. Made from Climacool fabric, 

the all-white dress is lightweight and provides ultimate comfort and cooling for elite players. 

The collared dress also features neon-pink detailing. 

 

In the men’s collection, athletes including Lucas Pouille will wear the adidas seasonal tee in 

shock pink, featuring an unexpected silhouette and flashy colours splashed on the front of the 

tee resembling the retro fashion of late 1980s. Also in the men’s collection is the polo, 

featuring adidas CLIMALITE fabric which allows players to stay dry with every serve and 

return. The Seasonal Polo features neon pink mesh inserts along the body and sleeve, 

creating a vibrant flash of contrasting colour.  

 

Ivan Mejia-Devora, Designer at adidas Tennis explains: “We really wanted to be daring with 

our colour palettes and contrast the all-white look seen at Wimbledon. We designed a unique 

collection for Creators that is inspired by looks seen on the French Riviera during the late 

1980s, featuring statement pieces and new-retro designs.” 

 



  
 

Angelique Kerber comments: “The new collection really stands out on court and I love the 

inspiration behind the colours and silhouettes. It makes me feel creative and confident and I 

can’t wait to wear it.”  

 

Lucas Pouille adds, “I’m a big fan of the 80s-inspired colours and designs. The collection is 

totally different to the other styles out there at the moment and I look forward to wearing it on 

court.” 

 

The 2018 adidas In-Line collection will be available online at http://www.adidas.com/tennis. 
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Notes to editors: 

 

About adidas Tennis 

adidas Tennis is represented by top players such as Angelique Kerber, Jelena Ostapenko, 

Kristina Mladenovic, Garbiñe Muguruza, Caroline Wozniacki, Tomas Berdych, Lucas Pouille, 

Dominic Thiem, Jo-Wilfried Tsonga and Sascha Zverev. For more information on adidas 

Tennis, please visit www.adidas.com/tennis. For additional images please visit our media 

news room on news.adidas.com and follow us on Twitter or on Instagram under 

@adidasTennis. 

 

About adidas 

The adidas Group is a global leader in the sporting goods industry, offering a broad portfolio 

of footwear, apparel and hardware for sport and lifestyle around the core brands adidas and 

Reebok. Headquartered in Herzogenaurach, Germany, the Group employs more than 56,888 

people across the globe and generated sales of around € 21.2 billion in 2017. 
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